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Summary: 

To update on Integrated Care Provider progress over the last two months.  
 

Actions requested of the ICS Board 

The Board is asked to note the Nottingham City ICP work to date. 
 

Recommendations: 

1.  The Board is asked to note the Nottingham City ICP work to date. 
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Contribution to delivering the ICS MOU priorities: 
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☐ 
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Contribution to delivering System Level Outcomes Framework ambitions 
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resources to deliver 
high quality care and 
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population 
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NOTTINGHAM CITY INTEGRATED CARE PARTNERSHIP UPDATE 
 

3 January 2020 
Planning 
 

1. The City ICP is continuing to develop its high level programme plan, with a 
focus on five programme priorities: 

 
1. “Grip the City and confront the Brutal facts” – financial and 

performance grip on the city as a single view of the ICP. 
 
2. “Manage Now and sharpen our prioritisation and focus” - Leadership of 

the City Health and Care development activities. 
 
3. “Set the rules of engagement and decision making” – Establish great 

governance at the City and local PCN level. 
 
4. “Get behind the vision” – focus on Change Management relentlessly. 
 
5. “Build the team and lead the future” – identify roadmap for full 

population management. 
 
2. The City ICP has received and discussed the submitted ICS response to the 

NHS Long Term Plan (LTP). Partners have discussed the City ICP’s response 
to this and will develop priorities in alignment with the ICS strategy, supporting 
an ICS operational plan. 
 

3. To support this, the City ICP is developing a programme of workshops, 
targeted for different audiences, to develop a clear vision and a set of 
priorities for the ICP that are aligned to the ICS strategy. The workshops have 
been designed to ensure that priorities are developed collaboratively with 
citizens, partners and staff. An initial workshop will be held with community 
members and representatives on 28 January, followed by strategic and 
operational leads workshop on 5 February. 

 
4. The City ICP recognises the importance of collaboration across ICP areas 

where it is appropriate to do so, and especially where there are opportunities 
for consistency in approach to service delivery. An initial joint working group 
with colleagues from Nottingham South ICP was held on 14 November to 
explore opportunities – further sessions have been set for early 2020. City 
ICP is now represented at the City and South Transformation Steering Group 
(formally the Greater Nottingham Transformation Steering Group) where there 
is a focus on alignment across the two ICP areas, where appropriate. 
 

ICP Launch Event 
 

5. The Nottingham City ICP held a ‘Launch’ event on the afternoon of Thursday 
7th November 2019 at Trent Vineyard in Nottingham. The event was run as a 
‘drop-in’ session for the workforce from all the Nottingham City ICP partner 
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organisations which included, CityCare, Framework, Nottingham City Council, 
Nottinghamshire Healthcare Trust, Nottingham University Hospitals, the 
Locality Team from City CCG, NCVS and many others. 

 
6. An invitation was sent to all staff across the Nottingham City ICP area inviting 

them to the event as well as inviting all partner organisations to have a stall at 
the event where they could showcase their services and discuss how they 
would work as part of the ICP. The stalls were in three Zones; ICP Zone, 
Wellbeing Zone and Market Place. On the day there were 39 stalls in total 
from a wide range of partners. 
 

7. The event ran from 1.30pm to 7pm to enable staff to drop in when it suited 
them. From the start there was a continuous stream of people coming through 
the door. 441 people signed in throughout the afternoon. It is believed that at 
least 10% of those attending missed the sign in desk so a reasonable 
estimate is that there were at least 500 people attending the event throughout 
the day. At least 67 different organisations were represented across the City 
from all the health and care sectors. 
 

8. Up to 90 flu jabs were delivered to the staff attending from all organisations. 
Framework undertook a number of alcohol brief interventions at the event, as 
well as some full interventions. NCGPA undertook health checks on a number 
of people which included taking their height and weight to calculate their BMI, 
as well as taking their blood pressure and providing results to take to their GP 
if necessary. 
 

9. Feedback from the event was positive. From the written feedback, 96% rated 
the overall event as very good (60%) or good (36%). 92% said that as a result 
of the event they felt more informed, involved and encouraged to work as part 
of the Nottingham City ICP.  
 
“The future looks amazing. Working together to achieve really good patient 
care. It’s breaking down barriers and creating new partnerships for the 
population of Nottingham City” 
 
“The future of health and social care for residents in Nottingham City looks 
bright. There are people who want to give a joined-up approach to health and 
care. We need to remember this is a marathon, not a sprint, we are going to 
get there. We all need to work together”. 
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Governance 
 

10. Following the “Launch” of the ICP, the ICP Development Group has now 
evolved into an Executive Management Team (EMT). The EMT is made up of 
members including, Nottingham CityCare, Nottingham City Council, the 
Nottingham City GP Alliance, Nottingham University Hospitals NHS Trust, 
Nottingham City CCG, Nottinghamshire Healthcare NHS Foundation Trust, 
Nottingham City Homes, Nottingham Community and Voluntary Service and 
Nottingham and Nottinghamshire Healthwatch. When it is established, the 
EMT will report to the City ICP Partnership Forum. 
 

11. Ian Curryer has written to the respective organisational Chief Executives who 
have been asked to consult with their Boards and agree a representation at 
the City ICP Partnership Forum. Initially this will focus on the relationships to 
support change management, on the 12 months support to get the ICP up 
and running and on developing the maturity path for the ICP. It is envisaged 
that the Partnership Forum will become the ICP Board in time. The inaugural 
Partnership Forum is scheduled to take place early February 2020. 
 

12. The PCNs in the City have now appointed a Clinical Director and a Deputy 
Clinical Director in each of the eight PCNs. In addition to membership from 
the Nottingham City GP Alliance, PCN Clinical Directors / Deputy Clinical 
Directors are attending City EMT meetings on a rotational basis. 

 
13. The City ICP is seeking to recruit a Clinical Director to provide clinical 

leadership in the ICP. Joint work with the other ICPs has taking place to 
develop a consistent job description and person specification for these roles 
across the ICS. A consistent appointment process for the roles in each ICP is 
being utilised. Interviews for the City ICP Clinical Director are to be held at the 
end of January 2020. 

 
Transformation Schemes 
 

14. The December 2019 Transformation Funding report indicates that all of the 
Nottingham City schemes approved in August 2019 remain on track or with 
some recoverable issues for implementation. An update on the progress of 
each scheme is provided in the table below. 

 

Scheme 1 Brief description 

Community 
beds and 
intensive at 
home care 

The scheme aims to right size the community capacity - both 
home based services and community beds - in Greater 
Nottingham to enable delays to discharge from NUH due to waits 
for community/home packages to be minimised 

Progress update January 2020 

This service commenced in November 2019. It provides a 2 hour response to 
discharge or admission avoidance, and provides 24 hour care for up to 3 days. 
Weekly updates take place with the urgent care team supporting referral 
pathways and linking this to NUH flow. A short evaluation is taking place to 
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explore how to flexibly meet the needs of complex discharge patients and 
respond to system demand in the City. 

Scheme 2 Brief description 

Community 
beds and 
intensive at 
home care 

Home based services in Nottingham City to enable GPs to keep 
people at home delivering with provision to overnight care and a 
new delivery model of care at home, including a 2 hour response 
time. 

Progress update January 2020 

As above 

Scheme 3 Brief description 

End of life Development of an end of life care system that is co-ordinated 
and personalised through care plan discussion. 

The City has revised its approach from recruiting 2 x End of Life (EoL) workers to 
absorbing the identification and support of patients nearing EoL within current 
community teams. Following an audit that was undertaken to identify patients, it 
was acknowledged that these patients were already known to their community 
teams. With the roll out of ReSPECT training across community teams, there has 
been the opportunity to both embed the use of Electronic Palliative Care Co-
ordination Systems (EPaCCS) and ensure the workforce has the appropriate skills 
to both initiate and maintain good end of life care.  

 832 members of staff have now been trained on ReSPECT across the ICS.  

 NUH are currently trialling ReSPECT within the Palliative Care Team. 

Scheme 4 Brief description 

High 
Intensity 
Users 

The project aims to develop a service to identify and case 
manage high intensity service users attending ED. 

Progress update January 2020 

Recruitment is currently in progress for:  

 1 x High Intensity Service User Social Worker  

 2 x High Intensity Service User Case Worker  

With 2 x designated Case Workers supporting the designated Social Worker this 
will enable capacity to be increased to support more people with the aim of; 

 Reducing the volume of attendances at ED and the number of emergency 
admissions into hospital, for patients that are classed as High Intensity Users 
(HIUs) 

 Provide better joined up care for HIUs across health and social care 

 Facilitate better outcomes for patients  

 Improve the care for HIUs through signposting to appropriate community 
services 

 Ensure that the available services, suitable for HIU needs are fully utilised 

Implementation is expected from February 2020. 
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Ian Curryer 
Nottingham City ICP Lead 
Ian.curryer@nottinghamcity.gov.uk 
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